
REPHRASING: SO/ SUCH

90.- The girl was so beautiful, everyone stared at her.

She was ______________________________ everyone stared at her.

91.- It was such hot weather, I sat in the garden all the day.

The weather was _______________ I sat in the garden all the day.

92.- It was such a surprise I didn’t know what to say.

I was so _______________ I didn’t know what to say.

93.- The box was so heavy that we couldn’t lift it.

It was such _______________ that we couldn’t lift it.

94.- They were such a naughty children that they were punished by the teacher.

The children were _______________ that they were punished by the teacher.

95.- The English language is so important that many people learn it every day.

English is ______________________________ that many people learn it every day.

96.- Sarah was such a young girl that her parents wouldn’t leave her alone.

Sarah was _______________ that her parents wouldn’t leave her alone.

97.- These people are so poor that they always need help.

They are ______________________________ that they always need help.

REPHRASING: TOO/ ENOUGH
98.- The shirt is so small that I can’t wear it.

The shirt ...

99.- This flat is too small for my parents to live in.

This flat …

100.- The road is so wet that I can’t control the car easily.

The road …

101.- The bird is so weak that it can’t fly.

The bird …

102.- My sister is so busy that she can’t come to the cinema with us.

My sister ...

103.- The watch is so expensive that he couldn’t buy it.

The watch ...

104.- These sandals are so small that they don’t fit me.

These sandals ...

105.- The film is so boring that he can’t watch it.

The film ...

106.- I was so tired that I couldn’t keep my eyes open.

I was ...

107.- The coffee was so strong that she couldn’t drink it.

The coffee … 1_3_rephrasing_so_such_too_enough


